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DEMONS CAN’T BE DIFFERENTIATED !
Shefali Garg1
Religion does not promote terrorism. It is the person’s own will to enter into bad work i.e.
terrorism and harm the society. We the people always points out a particular religion even when
no person from that religion is involved in that terrorist activity. We the people has set our minds
that if any crime is happening then that crime is must be performed by that particular religion.
We do not recognize the individual but his religion and then assume that every person of his
religion is a terrorist or some type of a demon. Religion never ask his followers to commit crime,
it’s the choice of individuals themselves. Every religion speaks of peace, harmony, love, respect
and brotherhood. Nobody promotes killings. Therefore, terrorism has no religion. Humans
becomes demons when they are forced to become or perform some bad activity, therefore no
demon can be identified on the basis of their religion nether they can be discriminated upon their
appearance. Therefore we have to stop comparing the religion and judging any particular religion
as it somewhere and somehow force the blamed religion to perform bad activities even they are
so pure-hearted. We always blame Muslims whenever it comes to the terrorism. But we are
wrong as not every Muslim is a terrorist. Even if I talk about my personal contacts, I have a
many Muslim friends and they are amazing by nature and activities. There are terrorist who are
even Hindus and Christians. People engaged in these terrorist activities are just dummies of some
dangerous leader who is influenced by some danger attacks in his past. He made targets of
innocent people and influence them to perform terrorist activities. There was a time when
Christians used to perform terrorist activities in the name of their religion but now they are as
pure as white. Therefore it is not the religion which perform terrorism, it is the individual person
of some of the different religion who becomes terrorist and therefore these persons should be
identified from their activities not by their religion. We should respect each and every religion
and should maintain brotherhood with every person. Terrorism base is poverty or lack of
facilities. We should force government to provide employment opportunities to every lower area
so that no person will risk a life of other person just to earn some bugs. There are people who
commits crime in the name of their religion. They are engaged into killings, bomb blasts, suicide
bombers by saying that there religion allow them to do these things and these things will land
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them into heaven. Therefore our pointing out their religion motivates them to commit killings
and crimes. We have to stop differentiating those demons and show humanity towards every
religion.
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